Specular spin valves show enhanced giant magnetoresistive ͑GMR͒ ratio when compared to other, simpler, spin valve structures. The enhancement of GMR results from specular reflection in nano-oxide layers ͑NOLs͒ formed by the partial oxidation of the pinned and free layer. These oxides forming the NOL order antiferromagnetically ͑AFM͒ below a temperature T ϳ 175 K. Here, we study the effects of the pinned layer magnetization and its domain structure on the AFM ordering of the NOL by performing field cooling measurements with different cooling fields ͑H 0 ͒. We observe enhanced ͑reduced͒ exchange field and magnetoresistive ratio for H 0 Ͼ 0 ͑Ͻ0͒, i.e., parallel ͑antiparallel͒ to the pinned magnetization. These measurements allowed us to confirm the existence of a wide distribution of blocking temperatures ͑T B ͒ in the NOL of specular spin valves, having a maximum at T Ϸ 175 K, and extending to NOL regions with T B as low as 15 K.
I. INTRODUCTION
A spin valve ͑SV͒ is a magnetic nanostructure constituted by two ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ layers separated by a thin, nonmagnetic ͑NM͒ metallic spacer. 1 The magnetization ͑M͒ of one of the FM layers is fixed by an underlying antiferromagnetic ͑AFM͒ layer, while that of the other FM layer rotates when a small magnetic field ͑H͒ is applied. To increase bit density in hard drives, new ways to improve the giant magnetoresistive ͑GMR͒ ratio of spin valves are continuously researched. One such way is to fabricate a nano-oxide layer ͑NOL͒ just above and in the middle of the free and pinned layers, respectively. 2 Such NOL spin valves can have twice the MR ratio of simpler stacks, 3 because of specular reflection of electrons at the FM/NOL interfaces ͑Fig. 1͒. We recently showed that the NOL is formed by magnetic oxides with a paramagnetic ͑PM͒/antiferromagnetic ͑AFM͒ transition below room temperature ͑RT͒ that strongly influences the transport properties of specular spin valves, particularly MR. 4, 5 In fact, MR͑H͒ measurements performed after zero field cooling ͑ZFC͒ and field cooling ͑FC͒ runs ͑300-15 K͒ showed that the field cooled GMR ͑and exchange field, H exch ͒ departed from the ZFC curve below T ϳ 175 K. These features were related to the AFM ordering of the NOL below its blocking temperature, T B ϳ 175 K. 4 To further study the effects of the NOL on the magnetotransport of specular SVs, we performed a series of MR͑H͒ cycles at 15 K, each cycle being measured after FC under a particular cooling field ͉͑H 0 ͉ Յ 7000 Oe͒ down to a specific temperature T cool ͑320 K Յ T cool Յ 15 K͒. Below T cool , cooling is performed under zero magnetic field. This allowed us to study the influence of the pinned layer magnetization ͑M pl ͒ on the AFM ordering of the nano-oxide layer and to obtain the distribution of blocking temperatures of the AFM oxides present in the NOL. In fact, the MR͑H͒ curves measured with T cool Յ 200 K show different features from each other and also from the ZFC curve. In particular, we observe enhanced ͑reduced͒ H exch and MR ratio for H 0 Ͼ 0 ͑Ͻ0͒ with decreasing T cool ͑H 0 sign relative to the pinned magnetization͒. This allowed us to conclude on the existence of a broad distribution of blocking temperatures in the NOL, with a maximum at T B max Ϸ 175 K and extending down to T =15 K. The AFM ordering of the NOL at T B max is attributed to the presence of the Fe 2 O 3 oxide in the NOL. ͑40 Å͒ / oxidation/ Ta ͑30 Å͒ was grown on a glass substrate using ion beam deposition. The CoFe oxidation was done with the remote plasma method, for 3 min. The samples were annealed at 550 K under an external magnetic field to impress an exchange bias direction between the AFM and FM pinned layers, taken here as the positive direction.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The magnetoresistance was measured with a standard four-point dc method, with a current stable to 1 : 10 6 and applied fields up to 8 kOe and an automatic control and data acquisition system. Temperature-dependent measurements were performed in a closed-cycle cryostat down to 15 K.
To obtain the distribution of blocking temperatures of the nano-oxide layers we performed several field cooling runs under different cooling fields H 0 , applied always along the exchange bias direction of the sample, either parallel ͑Ͼ0͒ or antiparallel ͑Ͻ0͒. Measurements were performed as follows. The sample was cooled from 320 K down to a temperature T cool under the cooling field H 0 . This allowed us to control the state of the magnetization of the pinned layer during cooling. Below T cool , the magnetic field is turned off and the pinned layer magnetization then aligns along the positive direction ͑→͒. Magnetoresistance MR͑H͒ cycles were then measured at T = 15 K, with H always starting from large positive values. Figure 2 displays the magnetoresistance cycles obtained at 15 K after ZFC and FC runs under selected H 0 between −7 and 7 kOe and with T cool = 15 K. The inset displays the corresponding GMR ratio ͑maximum magnetoresistance͒ and exchange field versus H 0 , both exhibiting a very sharp minimum for H 0 = −500 Oe. 5 Starting with ZFC and decreasing H from 7 kOe ͓Fig. 2; H-decreasing MR͑H͒ branch͔ one first sees the effect of the free-layer magnetization switching when H ϳ 0 − , producing a large and steep MR increase toward the antiparallel state. At a lower H, the magnetization of the pinned layer starts to reverse, producing a large MR decrease, followed by a smooth trend to proper saturation ͑¸parallel state͒ at high negative fields. In the subsequent H-increasing MR͑H͒ branch, the pinned layer magnetization smoothly initiates its reversal process at H Ϸ −1.6 kOe, producing a monotonic MR͑H͒ rise until H = 0. As soon as H becomes slightly positive ͑H ϳ 0 + ͒ the magnetization of the free layer switches abruptly into the positive direction, producing a large negative MR step. However, MR does not go to zero but only gradually does so as H increases, indicating a lack of full ¹ parallelism between the pinned and free layers, just after the MR step ͑which nevertheless is not yet fully reached at 7 kOe͒.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the FC curves under different H 0 but also measured at T = T cool =15 K͒, one notices that the high-resistance plateau ͑antiparallel state͒ in MR͑H͒ becomes wider and flatter for increasing positive H 0 ͑than for H 0 Ͻ 0 or ZFC͒. The curves obtained after cooling under large positive H 0 also show lower MR values at H 0 ͑better parallel alignment͒. On the other hand, in the MR͑H͒ curves obtained after large negative H 0 cooling ͑not shown͒, the pinned layer reverses its magnetization at a negative field much smaller than under positive H 0 cooling ͑see corresponding lower H exch in the inset͒. In the MR͑H͒ curve with H 0 = −500 Oe cooling, the subsequent GMR ratio is much smaller than that obtained with other H 0 values, indicating poorer antiparallelism.
We also performed MR͑H͒ measurements at T =15 K but after field cooling under H 0 down to different values of T cool ; below this temperature, cooling to 15 K occurred under zero applied field and then MR͑H͒ was measured. Figure 3 displays such data corresponding to the cases H 0 = 3000 Oe and T cool = 15, 50, 150, and 250 K. The zero field cooling MR͑H͒ cycle is also displayed for comparison; notice that the ZFC and the FC curve with T cool = 250 K practically coincide. However, the MR͑H͒ curve with T cool = 150 K has a different shape and higher MR and H exch . This effect is further enhanced in the curves corresponding to lower T cool values. Also, the plateau of maximum MR becomes wider and the residual MR at large positive magnetic fields decreases ͑inset of Fig. 3͒ ing temperatures are displayed in Fig. 4 . Again, the MR͑H͒ curve with T cool = 250 K is quite similar to the ZFC one, but a sharp departure is visible for the T cool = 150 K curve. In fact, all MR͑H͒ measurements performed with T cool Յ 150 K show different shapes, MR ratios, and exchange fields ͑Fig. 4͒. These differences occur even between the T cool = 50 and 15 K MR͑H͒ curves. Finally, notice that increasing T cool decreases the residual MR at H 0 ͑see the inset of Fig. 4͒ .
IV. DISCUSSION
The results presented in Fig. 2 , obtained at 15 K, can be explained as follows. Cooling from room temperature under large positive H 0 well saturates the magnetization of the pinned layer ͑M pl ͒ in the positive direction ͑→͒ and, due to its interaction with the NOL, gives a better spin arrangement in the AFM oxide layer below the corresponding T B ͑Ϸ175 K͒, 6 i.e., a magnetically more homogeneous and stable structure which increases the interfacial exchange coupling between CoFe and NOL ͑enhanced pinning͒. Under low positive H 0 the CoFe magnetization is less homogeneous ͑particularly at the interfaces with NOL͒ and some degree of unfavored structure develops in the NOL spins below T B , weakening the corresponding interfacial coupling to CoFe.
For H 0 ϳ −500 Oe, the magnetization of the pinned layer ͑M pl ͒ switches from positive ͑→͒ to negative ͑←͒ between 320 and 15 K. 3 Thus, M pl is not aligned along the easy axis when crossing T B , and at least part of the interfacial spins of the oxide layer are oriented out of the easy axis. This prevents full antiparallel ͑ ͒ alignment at free-layer switching, giving a low MR ratio. Since a distribution of blocking temperatures exists in the NOL ͑see below͒, the change of the direction of M pl with temperature ͑under H 0 = −500 Oe͒ gives rise to AFM regions with different anisotropy directions and thus to enhanced magnetic disorder. Higher negative H 0 again saturates the pinned layer magnetization ͑in the negative direction; ←͒, improving the spin arrangement ͑domain structure͒ in the NOL below T B . Figure 5 shows the obtained H exch ͑T cool ͒ and MR͑T cool ͒ ͑inset͒ dependencies for H 0 = + 3000 Oe and −500 Oe, extracted from the corresponding MR͑H͒ curves. When the cooling field is applied only above ϳ250 K, no significant changes occur in MR and H exch ͑compared with ZFC; dashed line͒. However, for T cool Շ 200 K, both MR ratio and H exch vary with T cool . Although these variations occur mainly between T cool = 200 and 150 K ͑and are more pronounced for H 0 = −500 Oe͒, applying the magnetic cooling field below 150 K still leads to changes in the measured MR͑H͒ cycles: decrease ͑increase͒ of MR and H exch for H 0 = −500 Oe ͑H 0 = 3000 Oe͒. One recalls that these measurements were all performed at T =15 K.
If all the AFM regions had the same blocking temperature, applying a cooling field below such T B would not lead to changes in the MR͑H͒ cycles. Because both MR and H exch in fact vary with decreasing T cool even down to 15 K, we conclude that the NOL has a broad range of local ͑i͒ blocking temperatures T B ͑i͒, which may arise from different oxide-grain sizes 7 ͑on which the exchange field and blocking temperature are known to depend 8 ͒. Thus, localized regions within the NOL have different blocking temperatures. Therefore, as field cooling runs are performed with successive lower T cool , more NOL regions become AFM-ordered in the ͑H 0 -dependent͒ direction of M pl , and their contribution to the measured H exch is noticed. Since at T cool the magnetic cooling field is switched to zero, a positive ͑→͒ direction of M pl is favored. Accordingly, AFM regions with T B Ն T cool will be aligned in the direction of M pl ͑dependent on H 0 ͒, while those with T B Ͻ T cool are only affected by the positive magnetization of the pinned layer and are independent of H 0 . For H 0 = 3000 Oe the slight increase of MR and H exch with decreasing T cool is related to a more homogeneous M pl , which induces a better spin arrangement in the AFM oxide layer. The residual MR at large positive magnetic fields is seen to increase with increasing T cool ͑inset of Fig. 3͒ , showing that it is influenced by the spin arrangement ͑domain structure͒ of the AFM nano-oxide layer. 9 Let us now focus on the H 0 = −500 Oe experimental data. When the temperature decreases below the local T B i of a given region of the NOL, the AFM spin arrangement will depend on the direction of M pl at T B ͑i͒. As stated above, for H 0 = −500 Oe, the pinned layer reverses its magnetization from ← to → in the 320-15 K temperature range. 3 The existence of a distribution of blocking temperatures leads each NOL region to start contributing to exchange bias at different temperatures. Thus, different regions of the NOL will contribute to exchange bias in different directions and the AFM spins will have different orientations depending on the local T B ͑i͒. Below T cool the magnetic field is turned to zero ͑M pl becomes aligned in the positive direction͒ and exchange contributions from regions of the NOL with T B ͑i͒ Ͻ T cool will give rise to exchange bias in the positive ͑→͒ direction. One then expects a complex multidomain structure 10, 11 to occur in the AFM nano-oxide layer when FC occurs under H 0 = −500 Oe. Furthermore, with decreasing T cool more regions of the AFM-NOL are aligned out of the easy axis direction, as confirmed by the measured decrease of H exch . In this case, decreasing T cool leads to an increase of the magnetoresistance at large positive fields ͑inset of Fig.  4͒ , which we attribute to the more complex domain structure of the AFM nano-oxide layer when cooling under H 0 = −500 Oe. 9 Finally, we comment on the distribution of blocking temperatures within the NOL. In the H 0 = −500 Oe curves of Thus, a small number of regions with local blocking temperatures slightly above T B max ͑up to ϳ250 K͒ also exist. We have also calculated the so-called unblocked ratio ͑UBR͒, related to the percent ratio of AFM regions having reversed its magnetization above T cool , 12 UBR͑T
as displayed in the right scale of Fig. 5 for H 0 = −500 Oe. This allowed us to estimate the full extension of the distribution of blocking temperatures, using the numerical derivative ⌬UBR͑T cool ͒ / ⌬T cool for H 0 = −500 Oe ͑lower inset of Fig. 5͒ . The distribution peak of the nano-oxide layer ͑at T B max = 175 K͒ is characterized by a full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of 50 K. This value is similar to the FWHMs of the blocking temperature distributions of the metallic antiferromagnets MnIr ͑66 K͒ and FeMn ͑44 K͒ used as pinning layers of conventional spin valves, but is much smaller than those found for PtMn ͑130 K͒ and NiMn ͑190 K͒. 12 For the above metallic antiferromagnets, symmetric blocking temperature distributions were observed, contrasting with what we found for the NOL. In fact, we notice the existence of a large fraction of NOL regions with a blocking temperature considerably lower than T B max , suggesting the possibility of another distribution-peak below 15 K. This is likely related with a distribution of oxide-grain sizes in the NOL. 12 Several oxides are thought to be present in the NOL. A mixture of CoO, FeO, and Fe 2 O 3 ͑Refs. 13 and 14͒ is often found in the nano-oxide layer, but the preferential oxidation of Fe over Co is always observed. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Furthermore, the blocking temperature of the oxides present in the NOL was shown to strongly increase with increasing concentration of Fe in spin valves with Co 1−x Fe x FM layers, being above RT for x = 0.26. 19, 20 Since the blocking temperature of FeO is only T B ϳ 100 K, 6 and that of Fe 2 O 3 is T B ϳ 450− 620 K, 6 one concludes that the oxide responsible for the AFM ordering of the NOL is likely Fe 2 O 3 ͑notice that T B usually decreases with decreasing layer thickness 21 ͒.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our field cooling measurements allowed us to study how the magnetization of the pinned layer influences the AFM ordering of the NOL: cooling under positive ͑negative͒ H 0 leads to enhanced ͑reduced͒ H exch and MR ratio. We obtained the distribution of blocking temperatures of the AFM oxide ordering in the NOL, showing a maximum at T = 175 K but extending from ϳ250 to 15 K.
